
Product Portfolio

Extension of erwin DM and the only enterprise-class data 

modeling software with native support for Couchbase and 

MongoDB NoSQL database platforms. Model and manage 

unstructured data as effectively as traditional data sources.

erwin
DM NoSQL

More information and free software trials at erwin.com. 

As the data governance company, erwin provides enterprise modeling, data cataloging and data literacy software. 
Together, these products comprise the erwin EDGE platform for an “enterprise data governance experience” 
that facilitates strategic collaboration between IT and the business for data-driven insights, agile innovation, risk 
management and business transformation. With data governance as the hub and driving principle, the enterprise and 
its critical data and business architectures are connected so data assets can be discovered, understood, governed 
and socialized to reduce risks and realize the desired operational results. Only when data governance is everyone’s 
business can potential and value be unleashed and maximized. 
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Automated metadata harvesting, data cataloging, code 

generation and data lineage software with data mapping, 

reference data management, lifecycle management and data 

quality capabilities. Efficiently integrate and activate data within 

a single, unified catalog for successful and sustainable data 

governance, data quality and metadata management initiatives. 

erwin  
Data Catalog Suite

A full-featured, cloud-based set of enterprise architecture 

tools with out-of-the-box support for such industry 

platforms as TOGAF® and ArchiMate® 3.0. Translate 

strategic goals into a blueprint of IT capabilities quickly and 

cost-effectively with no hardware to implement or manage. 

erwin
EA Agile

Includes the erwin Business Glossary Manager and erwin 

Business User Portal so stakeholders can view data relevant 

to their roles and understand it within a business context. 

Ensure your organization is fluent in the business language 

of data to make it really work.  

erwin 
Data Literacy Suite

Business process modeling and analysis software powered 

by Casewise for visualizing system interactions, business 

processes and organizational hierarchies. Shine a light on 

areas ripe for innovation, improvement or reorganization.     

erwin
Business Process

erwin  
Enterprise Architecture

A complete set of on-premise enterprise architecture 

tools powered by Casewise that is highly customizable for 

integration into the customer environment. Plan, manage 

and respond to change while driving digital transformation 

with all information and artifacts in one place.

The world’s most trusted data modeling software with 

visual design and documentation capabilities for any data 

from anywhere across an organization. Increase the use, 

understanding and trust of data across the enterprise. 

erwin
Data Modeler

Combines the capabilities of erwin Data Catalog and erwin 

Data Literacy for data visibility, control and enterprise 

collaboration with role-based access and views. Spend 

less time searching for data and more time analyzing it for 

smart insights and peak performance. 

erwin
Data Intelligence Suite


